ARROW MACHINE WORKS
SPECIALIZING IN LONG SHAFTING
OVER 50 YEARS OF PRECISION MACHINING

PRECISION MACHINING FACILITY
Your Machining Challenge. Our Opportunity.
ARROW MACHINE WORKS PROVIDES A HIGH LEVEL OF PROFESSIONALISM & CAN MEET ANY REQUIREMENTS.

WHETHER YOUR ORDER IS A LARGE OR SHORT RUN, OUR EFFICIENCY ALLOWS US TO BE COMPETITIVE REGARDLESS OF ORDER SIZE.
SERVICES

- CNC TURNING CENTER (38” x 240” BC)
- LARGE CAPACITY CNC PLANER MILL (x852)
- CNC 4 AXIS MILLING
- DEEP GUN DRILLING
- LONG CYLINDRICAL GRINDING (UP TO 240”)
- INTERNAL KEYWAY SERVICES (UP TO 42” LONG)
- ID GRINDING
- 35 TON CRANE

SHORT RUNS, LONG RUNS
- CUTTING EDGE CAD/CAM SOFTWARE
- RAW MATERIALS IN STOCK
- INSPECTION DEPARTMENT
- STRAIGHTENING
- QUALITY ASSURANCE
- COMPETITIVE PRICING
SPECIALIZING IN LARGE CAPACITY MACHINING

MACHINES & CAPACITY

JUST A FEW OF OUR MACHINES

CNC PLANE MILL (x852"
INGERSON CNC PLANE MILL

LARGE CAPACITY
CNC LATHE (38" x 240"
TOOLMAX TUR 930

LARGE CAPACITY
CYLINDRICAL GRINDER (38" x 240"
CHURCHILL

LARGE CYLINDRICAL GRINDER
(14" x 110"
NORTON

ID GRINDING (17" x 10"
HEALD MODEL 271

SLOTTER (42" STROKE)
ROCKFORD

CNC LATHE (24" x 42"
T525

CNC LATHE (21" x 75"
HYBRID TOOLMEX TUUG.556

LATHE (22" x 90"
SAIMP

NEW 2015 CNC LATHE (29.5" x 52"
HYUNDAI L300

CNC LATHE (16" x 30"
TAKISAWA TW30

CNC MILL (60x, 32y, 33z)
FEMCO FV60

CNC MILL (49x, 24y, 30z (4 axis b)
ALLOW FOR FULL 4 AXIS
FEMCO FV50
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE & EXPERT TECHNICIANS

ARROW MACHINE WORKS PROVIDES PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, FROM THE INITIAL DESIGN TO FINISHED PRODUCT USING THE LATEST CAD/CAM SOFTWARE.

OUR TEAM WILL MACHINE YOUR PART WITH PRECISION & MEET CLOSE TOLERANCES.

LOCATED IN PORTLAND, OREGON, OUR CUTTING EDGE MACHINING FACILITY HAS THE CNC MACHINERY TO HANDLE YOUR MOST DIFFICULT MACHINING CHALLENGES.

OUR EXPERTISE ALLOWS US TO BE EFFICIENT REGARDLESS OF RUN SIZE.

SPECIALIZING IN LONG SHAFTING SINCE 1967

YOUR MACHINING CHALLENGE... OUR OPPORTUNITY.
INDUSTRIES WE SERVICE

GAS

NUCLEAR

ENERGY

PETRO CHEMICAL

PAPER
SPECIALIZING IN LARGE CAPACITY MACHINING

TABLE: 34' LONG
TRAVEL: 71' LONG (x 852"
WIDTH: 10' WIDE (y 120"
UNDER RAIL: 10' (z 100"
CRANE: 35 TON CAPACITY

FEATURING...
CM4 > LARGE CAPACITY INGERSOLL CNC PLANER MILL (x 852"

ARROW MACHINE WORKS
SPECIALIZING IN LONG SHAFTING
OVER 50 YEARS OF PRECISION MACHINING
COST EFFECTIVE REPAIR

ARROW ELECTRO-PLATING PROVIDES A REPAIR SERVICE WILL SAVE YOU TIME & MONEY.

RESTORE A PART TO LIKE-NEW CONDITION WITH A STRONGER BASE METAL THAN BEFORE & CUT DOWN-TIME.

SELECTIVE “BRUSH” PLATING CAN BE USED TO REPAIR MIS-MACHINING, MIS-ALIGNMENT, WEAR, SCORING, FRETTLING, CORROSION & OTHER DAMAGE. ARROW ELECTRO-PLATING CAN EFFECTIVELY REPAIR ANY TYPE OF DAMAGE THAT DOES NOT RESULT IN STRUCTURAL WEAKENING.

MEETS NUMEROUS FEDERAL, MILITARY & INDUSTRY STANDARDS. APPROVED AS A MEANS OF PERMANENT REPAIR.

FOR DETAILS / QUOTE CONTACT:
ALEK DRAKOS, VP
(503) 707-1734 / Alek@ArrowElectroPlating.com

VISIT THE WEB:
ArrowElectroPlating.com
COST EFFECTIVE

SOLUTIONS

ARROW MACHINE WORKS HIGH LEVEL OF EXPERTISE & EFFICIENCY ALLOW US TO PROVIDE COST EFFECTIVE SOLUTIONS.

OUR 40,000 SQUARE FOOT FACILITY HAS THE LATEST CNC & CONVENTIONAL EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT.

INCLUDING A LARGE CAPACITY CNC PLANER MILL (x852”) WITH A 35 TON CRANE CAPACITY.

WE CAN MACHINE SMALL COMPONENTS TO VERY LARGE COMPLEX PROJECTS.

WE MAINTAIN A HIGH LEVEL OF QUALITY ASSURANCE BY MONITORING PROJECTS THROUGH ALL STAGES OF PRODUCTION (INITIAL DESIGN TO DELIVERY).
YOUR MACHINING
CHALLENGE...

OUR
OPPORTUNITY.
ARROW MACHINE WORKS

CONTACT

IF YOU WOULD LIKE A PROJECT ANALYSIS OR FACILITY TOUR, MAKE CONTACT.

TONY DRAKOS, OWNER / PRESIDENT (503) 890-8594

QUOTES, SALES & ENGINEERING
ALEK DRAKOS, VP
(503) 707-1734 / Alek@ArrowMachineWorks.com

QUOTES, SALES & ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE / PAYABLE
DIMITRA MILLER, VP OFFICE MGMT
(503) 201-4480 / Dimitra@ArrowMachineWorks.com

PURCHASING & SAFETY CONCERNS
GEORGE DRAKOS, VP
(503) 307-7933 / George@ArrowMachineWorks.com

QUALITY CONCERNS, NON-CONFORMING PARTS & CORRECTIVE ACTIONS
JAKE HAMMON
(503) 729-0603 / QualityAssurance@ArrowMachineWorks.com

ORDER STATUS, EXPEDITING & SCHEDULING
JORDAN WOODS
(503) 679-2289 / scheduling@arrowmachineworks.com

SHIPPING, RECEIVING & SUBCONTRACTING
JOSH VIBBARD
(503) 830-6780 / Ship-Recv@ArrowMachineWorks.com

NEW PURCHASE ORDERS
Purchasing@ArrowMachineWorks.com

EMPLOYMENT
Purchasing@ArrowMachineWorks.com

VISIT THE WEB:
ArrowMachineWorks.com

LOCATED IN PORTLAND, OREGON
ARROW MACHINE WORKS
2340 NW 29th AVENUE
PORTLAND, OREGON 97210